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This investigation reveals the distinctively Japanese

elements in the piano works of Toru Takemitsu. The

particular pieces analyzed are "Piano Distance," "For Away,"

and "Uninterrupted Rests" Nos. 1, 2, and 3.

Japanese aesthetic elements in traditional art and

music include mental tranquility and enlightenment derived

from Zen Buddhism, which embraces spontaneity, fearlessness,

silence, and simplicity. Love of nature is another major

influence. Japanese music has a higher level of sensitivity

to tone color than Western music. Japanese drama contains

successive independent events. Their musical accompaniment

contains fragmented melodies, sudden dynamic changes,

and unpredictable rhythms, which can produce vibrant,

serenely meditative energy.

All of these qualities are found in Takemitsu's music,

though not obviously, as he combines them with Western

innovations. Irregular phrase structures are defined by

silence. Melodies are generally non-scalar and non-lyrical.

Pointillism is employed by Takemitsu, borrowed, not from

modern techniques, but from ancient Japanese practice.

There are six modes used to compensate for the ancient



instruments' inability to transpose. Takemitsu rearranges

intervallic relationships to achieve desired results.

Takemitsu employs simultaneous and cumulative sonority

to produce variations. This concept of sonorous variations

incorporating melodic material is the very essence of

Oriental music. Interest is created through changes in

articulation, timbre, pitch inflections, and diverse types

of vibrato.

His texture is unfamiliar to Western ears because

melody and accompaniment are inseparable. Sonority envelops

the melody. Climax is built up through textual density.

Takemitsu's piano pieces are all non-metric except for

"Uninterruped Rests" No. 3. "Fixed time" is difficult to

calculate. Tempo indications are only guidelines, and there

is great flexibility in actual performance.

Takemitsu's piano works reveal a new scope to the

concept of sound in modern piano literature. He achieves

originality through his imagination and his Japanese

cultural and musical heritage. Subtle Japanese elements,

which have been embedded for centuries in Japan's culture

and music, lend a unique, but not outwardly Japanese,

feeling to his work.
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INTRODUCTION

Beginning little more than a century ago, Japan has

become a major adaptor and consumer of Western music and has

welcomed everything from classical to rock and roll. Many

concert and recital halls throughout Japan's major cities

are scheduled years in advance to offer performances by

outstanding Japanese and foreign artists.

Since the early twentieth century there has also been a

steady output of new compositions, for Japan has been an

enthusiastic sponsor to native aspiring composers. In

addition, many works have been commissioned by foreign

musical organizations and publishers for performances

abroad by world-renowned artists.

Japan's penchant for business has created a lucrative

Western instrument industry. Since the late nineteenth-

century, for example, the production of pianos has been

vigorous enough to meet domestic as well as foreign demand.1

Simultaneously compositions written for solo piano have

grown to embrace music ranging from that designed for

pedagogy to the avant-garde.

1. Cyril Ehrlich, "Pianoforte," Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, 5th ed., 20 vols., e.Eric Blom
TLondon: Macmillan, 1954-1961), XIV, 710.

1
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One of Japan's most highly esteemed composers of the

avant-garde is Toru Takemitsu. His piano music is unique in

that it so often expresses a Japanese spirit without

obviously utilizing Japanese musical material. It is the

goal of this dissertation to investigate how Takemitsu so

skillfully infuses his Western-oriented piano compositions

with traditional and aesthetic Japanese elements.

Evolution of Western Music in Japan

Japan opened its doors fully to the West in 1868

signifying the beginning of the Meiji period. At this time

the Japanese Imperial Navy installed the military band which

was used alongside the traditional court ensemble for

government functions. The government also made the study of

exclusively Western music a requirement instituted in the

new compulsory education program. Foreigners were even

invited to oversee the new organization.2

Songs from the United States and Western European

countries, especially simple Lieder from Germany, were

introduced as part of the basis for music education, and the

Tokyo Music School which was established in 1887 was

2. The first music education program directors were Luther
W. Mason from Boston, Massachusetts, and Franz Eckert and
Rudolf Dittrich from Germany. Dana Richard Wilson, The
Role of Texture in Selected Works of Toru Takemitsu,
(New York: University of Rochester, 1982), 8. Fumio
Koizumi, "Japan. VII. Music Since 1868," Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 20 vols.,
ed. Eric Blom (London: Macmillan, 1954-1961), IX, 549.
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provided primarily with Western teachers and performers.3

Western influence, needless to say, prevailed. Although

the Tokyo Music School did not initially include a

composition department, early Japanese composers from 1900

to 1930 wrote songs modeled after Western folk songs and

German Lieder. These pieces were generally aimed toward

educating young children, but there were also compositions

designed for serious vocal performance. The first composer

considered to be the "Father of Japanese music in the

Western style" was Kosaku Yamada (1886-1965). His studies

with Max Bruch in Berlin led to the development of Japanese-

song composition and a subsequent German school that still

exists in Japan today.4 Yamada's style of composition

greatly influenced a succeeding generation of composers,

among them Ryutaro Hirota, Shimpei Nakayama, and Nagayo

Motori. All concentrated on lieder-type of composition.5

In comparison to vocal composition, piano and other

instrumental works were significantly fewer in number.

Although music for solo piano and for violin with piano

accompaniment was rapidly gaining in popularity, it was not

until Yamaha began producing pianos in 1900 that serious

piano compositions significantly increased in number.6  Many

3. Wilson, op. cit., 10. 4. Ibid., 11. 5. Ibid.

6. Yasushi Togashi, "A Short History of Musical Composition
during Japanese Showa Imperialism," Musical Art (Nov.
1989), 19.
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composers had recently returned from studies abroad. Chief

among them were Kosaku Yamada and Saburo Moroi from Berlin

and Tomojiro Ikenouchi from Paris. As mentioned previously,

Yamada wrote mostly song literature in the style of German

Lieder.

Moroi was likewise entrenched in the German idiom and

passed his knowledge of the nineteenth-century German

tradition to enthusiastic followers.7 It was Ikenouchi, the

leader of the French school in Japan, who first attempted to

use Japanese elements in his compositions. This novelty

attracted many Japanese composers who had comparatively

little formal Western training, particularly those members

of a group called the "New Composers Guild.,8  The word

"New" implied a compositional style which included Japanese

elements as opposed to purely German or French academic

writing. This group, led by Yasuji Kiyose (1900- ) and

Yoritsune Matsudaira (1907- ), included many others who

had thus far unsuccessfully tried to maintain a Japanese

flavor or sentiment within their German-oriented

compositions. The music brought to Japan by Ikenouchi

appealed to many nationalist composers who valued its

7. Kunihara Akiyama, Japanese Composers, 2 vols. (Tokyo:
Ongakuno Tomosha, 1979, 1983), I, 12.

8. Ibid., 16.
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simplicity, elegance and suggestive qualities. In

comparison, German music of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries was considered often overbearingly

direct and emotionally inflated, and therefore in conflict

with Japanese taste and aesthetics.

French Impressionism, especially the music of Debussy,

became an important influence in Japan in the early

twentieth century as native-born composers sought to

manifest Japanese tradition and flavor in their music. They

discovered that the non-functional harmonies and modal

melodies inherent in French Impressionism allowed for a

conveyance of uninhibited sound while still utilizing

Western compositional techniques. A Japanese critic,

Kunihara Akiyama, proclaimed that nationalist composers no

longer merely arranged folk songs but were exoticists in

that they attempted to express themselves through a newly

found Japanese musical vocabulary.9  A group of anti-

nationalists responded harshly, however, describing the

infusion of Oriental music into a Western idiom as

inappropriate. This was due to the idea that Japanese modes

were unfit for Western counterpoint, harmony or ensemble.10

Though there was conflict in Japan over the new

nationalism, its reception in Europe was generally

favorable. Several composers, among them Kiyose, 0-oki,

9. Ibid., 17. 10. Ibid., 20.
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Matsudaira, and Tsukurimichi, formed a group called the

Nippon Kendai Jakkyoka Kai, or "Japanese Modern Composers

Guild," which functioned to promote its members'

compositions. They drew the attention of Alexander

Tcherepnin (1899-1977), a Russian composer, conductor, and

publisher who concertized frequently in Japan and

subsequently published some of the guild members' works.11

Tcherepnin also sponsored a "Night of Music from the Far

East" in Karlsruhe, Germany, in 1937. A critic of this

debut described the strong nationalistic trend in the music,

saying: "These young musicians were influenced by

Impressionism, especially by Debussy, Ravel . . ." He

further characterized the music as a mixture of elements

stemming from Far East nationalism and Western technique.12

Japanese music continued to gain international

recognition and most Japanese composers tried to include at

least some Japanese elements in their compositions. There

were, of course, differences in technique and degree of

employment. By 1940, as internatioinal tensions mounted,

communication with the outside world became blocked by the

Japanese government's imposed "closed door" policy.

11. Christopher Palmer, "Alexander Tcherepnin," Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 20 vols.,
ed. Eric Blm (London: Macmillan, 1954-1961), XVIII, 636-
637.

12. Akiyama, op. cit., I, 16-18.
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Simultaneously Japanese music and other creative resources

were increasingly used for militaristic and patriotic

propaganda. Titles of compositions written at this time for

the 2600th anniversry of the founding of the Japanese nation

reflect this change. Some examples are "Dance of the

Japanese Rite," a symphonic poem entitled "Kamikaze," and

the overtures "Walking the Earth" and "Crusade to the East

Sea."13

After the Second World War composers were eager to

renew their creativity. Many enthusiastically turned toward

the new avant-garde music being written in Europe. The

twelve-tone music of Schoenberg, for example, was brought to

Japan by Irino Shibata and electronic music was introduced

through Toshiro Mayuzumi (1929- ) and Joji Yuasa

(1929- ). This new music was a welcome change and an

outlet even for older nationalist composers such as

Matsudaira, Hayasaka and Kiyose who had become tired of

nationalist exploitation.14 Kiyose in particular began

composing in a more subjective nature-music style that

displayed quiet reflection or lone observances of life and

reality. Later, Toru Takemitsu (1931- ) was greatly

influenced by this more individualistic trend in writing,

and other composers as well followed suit, many actually

neglecting traditionalism for a time. They soon became

13. Ibid., 38. 14. Ibid., 47.
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aware, however, that Western composers had a keen interest

in Oriental and folk idioms. Henry Cowell and John Cage of

the United States, Messaien, the father of European avant-

garde music, and Bela Bartok of Hungary were chief among

those who studied and communicated a fresh perception of

Oriental and folk idioms to the Western world. By the

1950's and 1960's European music had led in so many

directions that it forced Japanese composers to look for a

direction of their own. Many composers began to re-evaluate

their own music traditions and see them in a more positive

light. Acceptance of traditionalism and nationalism was

renewed, and by the 1960's performances in concert of

Japanese traditional music had escalated simultaneously with

the revival of Japanese traditional instruments. Virtuoso

instrumental groups began touring both in Japan and abroad,

and Japanese composers, chief among them Toshi Ichiyanagi

(1933- ) and Toru Takemitsu (1931- ), began using

traditional instruments in their Western- style writing.15

Over the years the Japanese have been described as

master imitators, but during the course of being influenced

by Western music many have managed to infuse

their own ethnic musical traditions to create something new

and original and yet uniquely Japanese.

15. Ibid., 54-55.
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Background on Toru Takemitsu

A central figure in the new Japanese tradition is Toru

Takemitsu, an internationally recognized composer whose

avant-garde works include orchestral, solo and ensemble

instrumental pieces as well as electronic compositions and

music for film. One of his earliest compositions, "Requiem"

for strings (1957), was regarded by Igor Stravinsky as a

"masterpiece."16 "Asterism" for piano and orchestra (1968)

was premiered by the London Philharmonic Orchestra and later

recorded by RCA. "Stanza," a chamber work with voice

(1968), was recorded by Deutsche Grammophone, and "Eclipse"

(1966) written for shakuhachi and biwa and "November Steps"

(1967) for orchestra with shakuhachi and biwa were

commissioned by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra and

performed in 1967.17 Many of Takemitsu's scores are

available through such international publishers as Salabert

of France, Universal and Peters and are also published by

several Japanese firms.

Takemitsu has also written steadily over the years a

good number of solo piano works. Included among them are

"Lento in Two Movements" (1950), "Uninterrupted Rests" no. 1

(1952), "Uninterrupted Rests" nos. 2 and 3 (1959), "Piano

16. Masakata Kanazawa, "Toru Takemitsu," Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 5th ed., 20 vols., ed. Eric Blom
(London:Macmillan, 1954-1961), XVIII, 534-535. 17. Ibid.
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Distance" (1962), "For [sic] Away" (1973), and "Rain Tree

Sketch" (1980). Sometimes he incorporates the piano into an

orchestral work. "Asterism," for example, and "Quatrain I"

(1975) and II (1977) pit the piano against the ensemble in

the manner of a concerto.

Takemitsu's success as a composer can be largely

attributed to his unique way of infusing Japanese and other

Oriental aesthetic elements into music of basically Western

conception. Many of his piano pieces present qualities

fairly unfamiliar to the Western ear but which are still

undeniably attractive due to the composer's unique

employment of Oriental and Western musical idioms.

Furthermore, his unique style of writing stems from an

unorthodox approach to producing an initial germ of a

composition. He tends to work from sounds or sound masses

that already exist within the ear's imagination. The sounds

that are generated from within are, according to Takemitsu,

stimulated by the sounds of nature. Takemitsu explains, "To

me hearing a sound is the first act of composing.,18  When he

has captured the sound, he imagines he will "chisel the

sound the way a sculptor does on his block of stone."1 9

Furthermore, the act of "intense listening" does not involve

18. Yasushi Togashi, "Toru Takemitsu," Musical Art, XXII,
No. 10 (Oct. 1964), 34.

19. Ibid.
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merely perceiving physical sound but requires meditating on

the sound. He adds, "To me merely to be touched by a

physical sound is not important. The sound of nature like

water, waves, trees, wind, etc. is a kind of stimulant or a

bridge to the sound I create inside of me." 20  Takemitsu

further compares this "act of listening" to the poet's

response to stimuli: "When a poet tries to listen to the

silent tree, he hears an unexpected sound from it. The tree

is transplanted within him and no hard hand can destroy

it.2 1

Takemitsu's compositional techniques may be described

as more spontaneous and intuitive than rational or

schematic. This also leads to a likelihood of

unpredictability. Takemitsu supports this view by having

said, "Composing is an act of providing a space for sounds

to meet dramatically."2 2  This intuitive, spontaneous

approach is also a fundamental force that has deeply

influenced Japanese life and aesthetics for centuries.

Therefore before discussing individual piano works by

Takemitsu it is necessary to identify and examine some of

20. Akiyama, op. cit., II, 254.

21. Ibid., 260.

22. Toru Takemitsu, "Touched by Sound. Conversation with
Yuzuru Kindo," Episteme (Sept. 1976). In Garden of
Music, ed. Toru Takemitsu (Oct. 1981), 57.
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the important Japanese elements that influence traditional

art and music.

Japanese Aesthetic Elements Found in Traditional Art

and Music

Zen Buddhism is one religion that has pervaded Japanese

thought and action for centuries.23  Mental tranquility and

enlightment, which embrace the qualities of spontaneity,

fearlessness, silence and simplicity, are goals sought

through meditation. All these elements require discipline

and calculated practice to master. Thus something seemingly

simple is the end product of working through many

complexities. For example, in Japanese calligraphy a single

stroke of the brush requires intense mental concentration

and a much practiced hand. In sword fighting as well, one

calculated but seemingly simple stroke of the sword

determines a winner or loser. Silence, as practiced in Zen

Buddhism, involves not only being quiet but being intensely

or alertly serene. Such silence incorporated into the

Japanese language can be more communicative than spoken

words. On the other hand, the Japanese language can be

comprised of many elaborate expressive nuances that suggest

23. Zen Buddhism claims to transmit the spirit or essence
of Buddhism which consists in experiencing the
enlightenment. Its development in Japan dates from the
twelfth century. Ce. H. H., "Buddhism," Encyclopedia
Brittanica, 15th ed., XII, 905.
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rather than logically pinpoint an idea or mood. It can be

said that spontaneous intuition provides a basis for the use

of many or few words.

Love of nature, which is almost a religious practice,

is another major influence on Japanese art and music.

Gardens are arranged to look as nature might ideally have

created them, and the sounds of nature are captured by

Japanese traditional instruments. One wind instrument

called the shakuhachi24 "manages to give the illusion of sound

as natural as wind blowing in the pines while covertly

subjugating these sounds to the artificial law of musical

form."25 Popular shakuhachi repertoire includes works with

nature titles such as "Tsuru no Sugamori" (Tenderness of the

Cranes) and "Shika no Tone" (The Sound of Deer Calling to

One Another). It is this closeness to nature and its sounds

that, according to Takemitsu, gives to the Japanese composer

an extreme sensitivity to tone color and the tendency to

treat tone color as an independent musical element.

Takemitsu claims that, "In Japanese music there is a higher

level of sensitivity to tone color than there is in Western

music. As a calligrapher is able to create an illusion of

24. An end-blown bamboo flute with five finger holes.
Koizumi, op. cit., 532.

25. William Malm, Japanese Music and Japanese Instruments
(Rutland, Vt. and Tokyo: CharTes E. Tuttle Co., 11959),
162.
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many colors with black ink, I can make many colors with a

violin."26

Lastly and most importantly, it is all of the

previously mentioned qualities of spontaneity, silence,

simplicity and sensitivity to tone color that constitutes

the foundation for dramatization. The concept of drama in

Japanese music is based on successive occurring events, each

independent of the other. This isolated dramatization and

effect is fundamental to the function of Japanese

traditional music. In theater the dramatic elements are

also combined with Japanese ritualistic aspects, such as

those found in the Gagaku or court dance and instrumental

ensemble that has been performed since 713 A. D. for various

court ceremonies. The music of these performances rarely

exhibits a continuous flow of musical phrases or gradual

dynamic changes. Melodies are fragmented, dynamic changes

are sudden as in attack and withdrawal, and rhythms are

unpredictable, yet articulated to produce a vibrant,

serenely meditative energy. The dance movements of the

Gagaku itself are not like that of Western ballet in which a

story and movement are continuously developed. Instead it

consists of various stylized symbolic postures and

transitional movements that connect these stances. Likewise

26. Toru Takemitsu, "Why Can We Not Sing? Dialogue with
Juntaro Tanigawa," Wave (Oct. 1975), 55.
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the music accompanying the dance proceeds accordingly,

staggered between phrases and sustained notes and adorning

long-held notes with ornamentation and tone fluctuations.

Japanese traditional music in part developed also as a

form of poetic recitation which employed the accompaniment

of the Japanese lute or biwa.27 Epic poetry, originating in

the fourth century,28 has held its position of popularity up

to the present time.29 Monologues and dialogues relating

tales of the great Samurai are narrated in a declamatory or

"parlando" style interspersed with ocasional lyric passages.

The lute (biwa) plays the dramatic role of vivifying the

encounters on the battlefield or in sentimentalizing the

more lyric passages through changes in tone color and sound

effects, for example, by altering instrumental range to

express crudity or subtlety. The spirit and format of the

performance of the epic poem has contributred largely to the

foundation of theatrical plays, for example, the Bunraku

(puppet play), Noh (religious play), and the popular Kabuki

play that relates the drama of domestic affairs.

27. A pear-shaped instrument, usually with four or
five strings, plucked by a flat, wide pick.
Koizumi, op. cit., p. 524.

28. Heike-biwa, an offspring of the epic poem, is a unique
style of vocal narrative music accompanied on the biwa.
It originated in the Kamakura period (1192-1333).
Encyclopedia Brittanica, XII, 109.

29. Ibid.
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THE MUSIC OF TORU TAKEMITSU

All the innate sources of Japanese culture, which

include the elements of spontaneity, silence, simplicity and

sensitivity to tone color through nature, affect Takemitsu's

unorthodox approach to composition. As one music critic

wrote, "Takemitsu does not project Japaneseness in a

realistic way or on the surface, but he catches the source

of energy that flows beneath Japanese art., 30  Takemitsu

supports this view.

When I write for shakuhachi and biwa, I try to feel
what the sound stirs inside of me instead of thinking of
the instrument and the sound of it. This is what makes
me different from the Western composers. They maintain
a certain distance from the sound that they eventually
manipulate as a tool or a component for their
objectives.31

Takemitsu has also stated,

I would like to develop in two directions at once,
as a Japanese in tradition and as a Westerner in
innovation. Deep within myself I would like to keep two
musical genres, both of which have their rightful form.
Making use of these basically incompatible elements at
the heart of many processes in composition is, in my
view, only the first stage. I don't want to resolve
this fruitful contradiction; on the contrary I want the
two blocks to fight each other.32

30. Togashi, op. cit., 34. 31. Ibid., 30.

32. Wilson, op. cit., 24.
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Phrase and Melody

When turning specifically to the music of Takemitsu,

the first very obvious characteristic is that of irregular

phrase structure. All of the composer's works included in

this study reveal this quality. Phrases are defined by way

of silences which demarcate various groups of sound (sound

masses) revealing the different pulse of each phrase group.

The most telling example may be seen in "Piano Distance."

Example 1 presents the opening phrase which lasts for at

least thirty-six seconds, during which time the performer

adds fermatas and suspensions. In this long time period the

phrase incorporates only four melodic notes: D flat, F and

D. D flat is an appoggiatura to the melodic notes B, F and

D that form a diminished chord. The D flat is about fifteen

seconds in duration, the B lasts for about two seconds, the

F approximately nine, and the D about ten seconds. During

this sustained four-note phrase, ornamental chords are

unpredictably and erratically interjected. As mentioned

previously, Japanese traditional music also displays

irregular phrase structure. For example, the music for solo

shakuhachi may consist of a long note meant to last as long

as one breath. Along with this suspension of sound, there

occur ornamental flickers, grunts, hisses, vibratos and

tonal fluctuations provided by other notes. The long note
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Example 1. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," measures 1-11.
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may join other long notes to form a phrase or one long note

itself may serve as a phrase.

Because of this phrase irregularity, Takemitsu"s

melodies are generally non-scalar and non-lyrical in

quality. In only rare instances do more than two notes move

in step-wise direction. This most often occurs in cadenza-

like passages. Intervals wider than a second and up and

down skips of 4ths and 5ths are more frequent features of

Takemitsu's music, as may be seen in Example 2.

h
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Example 2. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 3,
page 1
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Takemitsu says,

I like to write each part as singable as possible.
But I don't like to have a melody complete in itself.
That is why I write fragmentary melody. Writing
complete melody these days is an impossibility. But one
sound would not do either, though the ultimate goal is
to work with one sound. 3 3

Japanese traditional music also gives the impression of

being non-lyrical due to the employment of a pentatonic

system. There are basically two types of pentatonic scale:

and

The second example is the "in-sen" or a minor form of the

first. As is obvious, only three notes run in step-wise

33. Togashi, op. cit., 32

A

Lo
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motion. Furthermore, if the scale is divided by a perfect

4th, only two notes are in step-wise relation.

To further create the effect of non-scalar movement,

pointillism is often employed. Though pointillism is the

outward invention of twentieth-century composers,

application of the technique has existed for centuries in

Japanese traditional music, especially for solo shakuhachi.

With the instrument's range of three octaves plus a perfect

4th, it is capable of executing extreme rapid skips, a

technique used often for dramatic effect. In Takemitsu's

piano solo "For Away," pointillistic melodies are the basis

for most of the work, which often involves several melodies

that criss-cross one another.

Perhaps to compensate somewhat for irregularities in

phrase structure and melody, Takemitsu often repeats a

motive or melodic germ. In this way motivic repetition

provides melodic intention and stable notes supply harmonic

implication. In "For Away," for example, the germ motive is

presented subtly at the beginning of the piece and keeps

returning, not only as a melody but within chords that take

on myriad intervallic structural changes. In Example 3,

the initial eight notes are grouped as two motivic germs

that provide melodies and ornaments for the beginning

section: B flat-C sharp-B-E-G-A and B-C-B flat; the

first three notes form motive A, the others form motive B.

These motives return in inversion (I), retrograde (R) and in
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retrograde inversion (RI). At the head of the second system

the three-note group, A flat-G flat-A (F is an added

Example 3. Toru Takemitsu, "For Away," p. 1.
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dissonant) is the retrograde of motive A. At the same time

the melodic notes, C-E flat-D flat, are the prime of

motive A. In the third system the notes A-B-G sharp (with

a semi-tone added to each) are the retrograde of motive A.

The following lower two notes, C-B, are also the retrograde

of motive A, but D is missing, perhaps to avoid an overly

murky sonority. The following notes, A-C sharp-D-F, are

the retrograde inversion of motive B. This type of motivic

rearrangement heading each new phrase or entity continues

until the second page, first system, when a new section and

new material are introduced.

Additionally, in Japanese traditional music initial

ornament-like notes may act as motives for each new phrase.

As was previously mentioned in reference to Takemitsu's

piano work, "For Away," these notes are subjected to various

intervallic changes. For example, the solo shakuhachi work,

"Hon Shirabe," utilizes the notes F and G as a head motive

in the following manner:

The next intervallic transformation places notes a third

apart when the motive appears as A and C sharp.
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IL

~~Ti-rp)T

In another solo for shakuhachi, "Shikano Tone," the head

motive is presented initially as follows:

A

and is restated as

i.k1

This type of transformation in traditional music is due

to two factors. One is that traditional Japanese

instruments are not capable of transposing the same

intervals to a different tonal level. The other is that the

Japanese modal system is closely associated with the

capabilities of the instrument. Therefore when a melody is

transposed to a different tonal level certain intervallic

92
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relationships may necessitate change. A simple example of

such transposition may be seen when transposing a pentatonic

scale on C to a scale on E.

-3C1

There are six different modes in the Japanese court

music, the Gagaku, and as Malm points out,

The function of these six modes in Gagaku is to
provide means of transposing composition or playing at a
different pitch level. But when Gagaku melody is
rewritten at a different pitch level or mode it become
actually new music, a paraphrase of its parent melody. 4

In Takemitsu's case the "parent melody" or initial

motive is transformed in ways that go beyond the boundaries

of exact tonal transposition; Takemitsu rearranges

intervallic relationships to achieve the desired effects.

34. Malm, 2. cit., 101-2.
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Sonority

In place of thematic and motivic development Takemitsu

has explored the possibilities of variations related to

sonority. This variation process is very elusive, yet unity

can be sensed among the variant sonorities.

Takemitsu treats sonority in basically two ways in his

piano compositions. One treatment may be classified as

simultaneous sonority and the other as cumulative sonority.

Simultaneous sonority occurs in "Piano Distance" and in

"Uninterrupted Rests" No. 2, in which notes are grouped in

chord fashion. Cumulative sonority is exemplified in "For

Away" through pointillistic treatment.

In "Piano Distance" materials for variations in

sonority are presented as vertical intervals and chords in

the opening four measures, as shown in Example 4.

Example 4. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," measures 1-4.

Tempo m uch feeling
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The D flats and C in the second measure form the intervallic

material (A), a semitone interval. The D flat suspension

and B flat and A in the third measure form material (B), a

chord of a major 7th with a minor 3rd placed above the

lowest note. The following chord, shown below, forms

material (C) from which materials (C/a) E-D, a minor 7th,

and (C/b) F-B-D, a diminished chord, may be extracted.

c/a A c/bj

These intervals and chords are repeated in various guises

throughout the piece. In measure six shown in Example 5,

material (B) is discernible through the inverted form F

sharp, A and F. In the same measure, shown in Example 6,

material (C/b), the diminished chord is recalled in the bass

but now in melodic form, B-D-F. Also E-G, an interval of a

minor 3rd, is part of material (B). In measure seven, shown

in Example 7, all the notes of material (C) except the note

B are present in a new chordal arrangement.
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Example 5. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," measure 6.
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In the next chord material (B) is discernible through notes B

flat-A-C sharp, as shown in Example 8.

Example 8. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," measure 7, end.

ad lib. l nr- 2y f

V I 119 A I __________--_ A-so&r

In Example 9, the ornamental notes in measure eight, B flat-

E-G, form material (C/b), the diminished chord. The notes

in measures nine and ten (of the tone cluster) roughly

assimilate the sonority of measure six, while melodic notes

B-D-F of measure six are presented in retrograde as F-D-B

(F and D are in measure nine and B is in measure twelve).

The chord in measure twelve in Example 10, B-C sharp-E,

is from material (C). The interval of an eleventh (also a

semitone) is from material A. In the same measure the

right-hand chord, C sharp-D-F-A flat is a result of the

combination of material (B) and (C/b), a chord of a minor

3rd and a major 7th plus a diminished chord. The two chords

for the left hand in measures thirteen in Example 11 and

I
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Example 9. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," measure 8.
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fifteen in Example 12 are from material (B) with minor

thirds added below the very upper notes. (This type of

harmonic inversion is akin to the atonal music of Anton

Webern.)

Another example of sonorous variation is found in

"Uninterrupted Rests" no. 2. The chords of the first group

are arranged intervallically as follows: B-C sharp, E-E

flat-F, F sharp-A-G, and D-A flat-C plus a single note

Example 11. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," measures 13-
14.

Example 12. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," measures 13-16.
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B, a semitone lower than the top note of the last preceding

chord, as shown in Example 13.
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Example 13. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
p. 1, beginning.

Except for the missing interval of an 11th in the second
chord, as in Example 14, the sequence of chords of the next

chord group is identical as far as intervallic relations are
concerned. In the next line, chord placement is a mirror

image of the first group. Most notes of the first chord are
identical to those of the opening two chords and are in

prime direction. The second chord of the second system is
identical to the third chord of the opening, as in Example

15.

The third chord also is the beginning of an approximate

retrograde of the first two chords intervallically, creating

a distorted mirror image, as in Example 16. In Example 17,
the fourth chord is a reflection of the third and the fourth

chords of the opening. The notes C sharp-E-E flat are the
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Example 14. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
first two chords of opening.

Example 15. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
third chord of the opening, second chord of the second
system.

*

reflection of C sharp-E-E flat of the first two chords, as

in Example 18. In Example 19, the last chord is a summary

of the two preceding chords, and also relates to the opening

chords.

AK

IPNN.AJ- 0
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Example 16. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
two chords of the opening, third chord of second
system.

Example 17. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
third and fourth chords of opening, fourth chord of
second system.

9)p

A0mm

Apt
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Example 18. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
first two chords of opening, fifth chord of second
system.

A

p _________1$_____

Example 19. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
fourth and fifth chords of second system, last chord of
second system.

_ _ _ _ |

I - -
9)

In synopsis, the opening four chords provide the basic

materials for intervallic variation, which in turn creates

different sonorities while maintaining a degree of unity.

I

'
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This concept of sonorous variation which incorporates

melodic material is the very essence of Oriental music. The

prime objective lies in creating interest through changes in

articulation, timbre, pitch inflections, and diverse types

of vibrato.3 5  Takemitsu's treatment of sound supports the

idea that his approach to composition is intuitive and

spontaneous rather than schematic and logical. The

techniques employed in these examples are similar to those

used by Webern and Schoenberg, yet do not have the

procedural precision of the set theory as in the music of

the Second Viennese school.

Webern and Schoenberg utilized schematic formulas to

create sound and texture, whereas Takemitsu uses sounds as

the basis out of which texture and form become the end

products. If the sound he desires requires addition or

elimination of a tone, Takemitsu does not hesitate to do so.

There are no predetermined rules which he imposes on his

creative process. But since the entire composition is

generated from the same sound mass, it does not impart an

impression of his music being random.

Texture

Takemitsu's presentation of melodic material that is

related to chord or pointillistic figurations creates a

35. Wilson, op. cit., 30.
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texture that can be unfamiliar to the Western ear. In

Takemitsu's works it is as if melodic notes are clothed in

overlays of sonority, thus rendering his melody and

accompaniment inseparable, one being an integral part of the

other. In Takemitsu's piano composition "For Away" the

pitches B flat, C and B flat form a single lucid melody and

are surrounded by a spreading embellished sonority that is

sustained by the damper pedal as in Example 20. In the next

system the melodic pitches C E flat, E and D flat are

enveloped in a sonority that is similar to that of the

opening, but now slightly expanded in range as in Example

21.

In the third system, shown in Example 22, the melodic

pitches G sharp, B and G sharp are clothed in a chordal

sonority, and the range is expanded to C and A, a range of

nearly six octaves.

Example 20. Toru Takemitsu, "For Away," first system.

1L 2
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Example 21. Toru Takemitsu, "For Away," second system.

AR

K

Example 22. Toru Takemitsu, "For Away," third system.

AK
#Vn

This process continues throughout most of the work, although

at times melodic notes are not as discernible during

pointillistic phrase sections where notes rapidly cross each

other in wide range. The integration of melody and

accompaniment, shown in Example 23, often provides an

advantageous means for textural contrasts and shadings.

wo.-

AAk-
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Example 23. Toru Takemitsu, "For Away," p. 2.

Overall the texture of "For Away" is of loose density and is

formed by an accumulation of notes in pointillistic fashion.

In the middle of the work the texture becomes more dense due

to the rapidly moving consecutive tone clusters, thereby

creating a textural contrast and a dramatic climax. This

climactic buildup through an increase of textual density is

shown in Example 24.

In the first system the texture created by two

pointillistic lines (a group of six thirty-second notes in

the right hand, the other a group of two syncopated

sixteenth notes) gives way to a new chordal texture in the

right hand consisting of four thirty-second notes, a double

line of six thirty-second notes and four sixteenth notes

against every quarter note in the left hand. In this manner

the texture is not only thickened but rhythmic density is

increased as well. The climax finally occurs in the second
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Example 24. Toru Takemitsu, "For Away," p. 5.
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In Takemitsu's music the steady gradual increase of

textural density which leads to a climax and the increased

use of contrasting non-thematic material at the climax is

related to the dramatic climax found in recitation of the

Japanese epic poem. During recitation of an epic poem, the
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accompaniment of the lute (biwa) takes up the climax alone

at about the middle of the poem to portray the dramatic

scenes of the battle or sword fight. The texture at this

point is most dense and chords from non-thematic material

are repeated rapidly and regularly. In solo shakuhachi

music also the single melody line as it approaches the

climax becomes more active and incorporates non-thematic

melodic skips and ornamental notes. The instrument

incidentally can to some extent produce two notes of the

octave simultaneously by controlling the angle of the

embouchure. The instrument further creates wind and hissing

sounds and the performer employs double tonguing over rapid

arpeggio-like passages. All of these techniques create in

music an effect of greater activity and excitement.

Rhythm and Silence

The function of rhythm in Japanese traditional music is

very different from that of Western music. In nineteenth-

century Western music, for example, rhythmic movement

generally coincides with the flows of melody and harmony.

Rhythm therefore tends to be regulated and thus metrically

prescribed. The rhythmic pattern may be fast in order

either to keep pace with quick harmonic changes or to

maintain a sense of activity over a sustained harmony. In

Oriental music, rhythmic movement coincides only with

melodic movement. A description of part of a Nohgaku (music
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for a Noh play) by William Malm suggests this quality of

non-metric Japanese rhythm.

One may hear a Hayashi, an interlude, in which drums
play in an attenuated temporality that gives one the
feeling of timelessness. . . . Long moments of silence
are broken by the soulful cries of drummers and by the
sparse resonant drum tones. Sometimes the flute joins
in, its lone melody likewise seemingly devoid of rhythm
or temSo. The overall effect is literally out of this
world.36

Greater variety and freedom is afforded the instrument

or voice when non-metric rhythm is employed, although the

music may seem slow and somewhat aimless to Western ears.

Metric rhythm is found in Japanese traditional music but is

reserved for dance music. Even so, the music will seem

slow-paced to the Western ear, which is used to precise

divisions of time.

Noticeably strict metric rhythm is found in Japanese

traditional music but is reserved for ceremonial dance music

such as the nogaku, in which a steady repeated rhythmic

pulse consisting of four beat phrases accompanies melodic

notes that are equally sustained over each four beat time

period.3 7

A sense of ensemble in Japanese traditional music is

different from that of Western music. In Western ensemble

36. Malm, op. cit., 112.

37. Robert Garfias, Music of a Thousand Autumns: The Togaku
Style of Japanese CourtVMusic, (Berkeley: University o
California Press, 1975), 81.
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the rhythm of each part is generally synchronized in

accordance with a common pulse and regular beat. In

Japanese ensemble each part accommodates each other within a

broad plan, thus affording room for substantial

improvisation. Therefore the end product is, according to

Malm

Like in Noh music, a vertical cross section of the
music will often reveal apparent chaos. The chorus
and the flute are involved in two completely separate
melodic lines while the drums may be playing rhythmic
patterns of dissimilar lengths and duration.38

With the exception of "Uninterrupted Rests" No. 3, all

of Takemitsu's piano pieces are non-metric. However, even

here, the tempo of "Uninterrupted Rests" No. 3 is so slow

and the rhythms so irregular that it is difficult to

perceive the existance of any metric pattern.

In Takemitsu's rhythmically irregular works there are

several passages where metric treatments are engaged. In

these passages the length of a pulse may be indicated, yet

no bar lines are given to govern units. In an early work,

"Uninterrupted Rests" No. 1, the tempo marking is a quarter

note=48 throughout the piece. Vertical dotted lines define

phrases. The length between dotted lines varies from eight

to twenty-eight sixteenth notes as shown in Example 25.

38. Malm, op. cit., 130.
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Example 25. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 1, p.
i.
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Another such metric passage is found in "Piano

Distance" where an approximately fixed time of three seconds

is indicated for each measure-like unit. Rhythms within

each measure, however, are irregular. Also the tempo is so
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Takemitsu, commenting on tempi, has said, "European music

has boasted its fast-paced Allegro. But I want to write

much speedier music in the way the Noh gives the illusion of

ultra-speed by moving in slow motion.,,39

Both "Uninterrupted Rests" No. 2 and "Piano Distance"

have the following tempo indications: Rectangle=mm20=3 sec.

(see Examples 26 and 27). However, each three-second measure

involves notes of erratic and long duration. The notes are

also often suspended or separated by fermatas, as seen in

Examples 26 and 27.

Tempo indications serve only as guidelines for the

performer, and there still remains great flexibility in

actual performance. For example, in "Piano Distance," the

pianist is given freedom to use personal discretion in

shortening or lengthening the duration of measures.

The last type of rhythmic treatment may be seen in

Takemitsu's piano work, "For Away," in which dotted

lines, similar to those of "Uninterrupted Rests" No. 1, are

employed. In "For Away" the rhythmic flow is generally

irregular due to the fact that there are only rare instances

of successive rhythmic groupings. There is also frequent

change of tempo; for instance, an eighth=112, =96-100,

=85-100, =72-85, or =60-72, etc.

39. Togashi, . cit., 36.
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Example 26. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
p. 1.
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Example 27. Toru Takemitsu, "Piano Distance," p. 1.
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In an actual performance of "For Away" certain freedom

is allowed the performer. This results in an overall
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improvisionational approach similar to that of a solo

shakuhachi performance. The spirit of this can also be

related to the twentieth-century music of indeterminancy, or

chance music. Takemitsu comments, "After the music

has left my hands, it is no longer exactly the same music I

may have imagined.'40

In accordance with Japanese traditional music, silence

between phrases and between sections is an important element

in Takemitsu's music. To him, "Silence in Japanese music

is not nothingness but the other side of the sound."41

Takemitsu noted also that the most important thing in

Japanese music is space, not sound: "The silence is

time space with tensions. I always use few notes and many

silences.,,42

In Japanese traditional music occurrence of unmeasured

silence, especially in solo performance, is a common

practice. Similarly in Japanese painting space or void is

usually much greater than the object portrayed. Takemitsu's

piano music in most cases suggests or implies silences by

holding notes down long after the audible sound has died

away. This allows the inaudible sound to continue to be

heard by the imagination, which is the essence of

Takemitsu's originality in compositional approach. Silence

40. Akiyama, op. cit., II, 262. 41. Ibid., 264.

42. Wilson, op. cit., 20.
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therefore also helps to define clearly beginnings and

endings of phrases which would be otherwise vague due to an

inconsequential melody, non-functional harmonies, and/or

non-metrical rhythmic movement.

Simplicity

In conjunction with silence, simplicity is an extremely

important element in Japanese music, as it is in many other

aspects of Japanese art. A foreigner, especially a

Westerner, will be struck by the utter simplicity of the

traditional home; for example, by the sparseness of

furniture within a seemingly spacious void. Similarly, in

Japanese painting a few brush strokes may by themselves

accentuate the bareness of the canvas. This void, however,

is not devoid of a sensitive aestheticism but rather a means

to imply many hidden complexities thereby making the surface

simplicity all the more appealing and intensified.

In traditional music the beat of a drum, a pluck of the

biwa, or a blow of the shakuhachi may effectively break the

silence in an electrifying, unworldly manner. Takemitsu

summed up the validity of silence and simplicity when he

said that "I want to make one sound that is as powerful as

silence.''43

43. Takemitsu, Garden of Music, 120.
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An example of simplicity in Takemitsu's piano pieces

can be observed in the easy flow of melodic material that is

accommodated by a chordal accompaniment, such as in

"Uninterrupted Rests" No. 1, or the sparseness of sound

events in "Uninterrupted Rests" No. 2, and in "Piano

Distance."

Yet beneath each sound, great attention is given to the

projection of intensity. Practically every slow note is

given a specific dynamic indication or other directions for

employing various nuances, as shown in Example 27. In these

examples many complexities support a surface simplicity.

Form

Takemitsu is an intuitive composer who values primarily

the element of sound and regards form as the outcome of

sounds meeting spontaneously in space. In Western music

repetition of sound signifies an important formal event.

For example, the repetition of the first theme at the

recapitulation in sonata form, often ushered in by

deliberate heightening of intensity and clarity, constitutes

an obvious or dramatic return. The repetition is recognized

as something inevitable and constitutes the symmetry and

balance in structure. Berry defines repetition in Western

music as the

product of intellectual control over the musical ideas
which bring composition into existence. It is a
discipline through which the inherent power of the
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musical material is realized and directed to 4n end
that is convincing and seemingly inevitable.4

The return of an opening theme or themes in Takemitsu's

music supplies a different outcome from that of most

Western compositions. Takemitsu's repetitions are more

relaxed and provide time for reminiscence after the climax

and before the ending of the piece. The mood or character

of the opening material is deliberately diluted or obscured

either by inclusion of non-thematic material or disguised in

some other way.

In "For Away" the return of the opening section on the

final page is diluted and interrupted by improvisatory

interpolations or figuration. In "Uninterrupted Rests" No.

2 the disguised opening theme returns very briefly and

consists of only two chords at the head of the second system

on page two, as shown in Example 28. In Example 29, the

second theme covers the entire third system beginning with

note G and ending with the first E of the fourth system on

page one. It returns in retrograde form on page two

beginning with note E in the system shown in Example 30.

The disguised or rather disfigured return of the

exposition is present also in "Piano Distance." In Example

31, measure 51, the chord contains the theme notes D, F, B

44. Wallace Berry, Form in Music (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1966).
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Example 28, Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests,," No. 2,
p. 2.
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surrounded by notes identical to those of the chord in

measure 4. The F suspension is similar to the D flat

suspension at the opening, and the individual notes F sharp

and A in measure 53 and measure 54 were previously given in

measure 6. After a brief transitional passage the theme

notes F and B reappear alone. D is with the chord similar

to that of measure 6. The following two chords in measure

59 and measure 61 are also similar to the chord in measure

4. These disguised restatements or repetitions of the

exposition are recognizable only through careful study of
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Example 29. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
p. 1.

Sf'f

the score. The ear may catch them oniy faintly as an

element of reminiscence.

The space between the two thematic areas in "Piano

Distance" may be called a long transition, consisting mostly

of improvisatory passages with occasional glimpses of

thematic material. The climactic point is reached at the

transition where non-thematic material becomes most dense in

texture and is covered by succesive tone-cluster chords.

(Textural aspects of this climax are discussed in

"Texture.")
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Example 30. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
p. 2.
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Takemitsu compares the content of his music to that of

a garden:

I use a garden, whether real or imagined, to plan my
composition. There are live trees separated by a few
steps from each other and rocks and grass between the
trees. In my composition the music takes the place of
the objects in the garden. That is, when I imagine
walking through it, the perspective changes constantly

. A; I hl40
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Example 31. Toru Takemitsu, "Uninterrupted Rests," No. 2,
pp. 5-6.
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as things are seen and then unseen. These changes are
reflected in my music.45

Thus, the formal design is the outcome of spontaneous

and constant changes. Form in Takemitsu's music is

subservient to the content and does not dictate the musical

outcome. Takemitsu himself supports this view: "There is

musical form, so to speak,that has purely musical meaning.

45. Toru Takemitsu, "Touched by Sound. Conversation with
Yuzuru Kindo." Episteme (Sept. 1976), in Garden of
Music, 58.

898
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But I cannot frame my music by it. My instinctive sense

does not allow it. I value musical shape as it comes.,46

Lastly, "Form is not useless, but it has to accompany new

findings."4 7

CONCLUSION

Investigation of Takemitsu's piano works reveals a new

dimension in the concept and sound of modern piano

literature. Takemitsu has achieved originality by means of

his own imagination and his Japanese cultural and musical

heritage. His originality stems partly from the firm

conviction that sound should be the dominant force in

creating music. He has said, "Sounds always flow by us. A

composer catches the sound and changes it into something

else, a variety of it." 48  Furthermore, his extreme

sensitivity to sound and ability to meditate on sound almost

on a spiritual level has been a unique musical resource.

Akiyama describes Takemitsu's achievement by pointing out

that he "searches for the smallest sound and its

movement.''4 9

46. Togashi, "Toru Takemitsu." Musical Art (Oct. 1964), 34.

47. Takemitsu, "Why Can We Not Sing? Dialogue with Juntaro
Kanigawa," 122.

48. Togashi, " Toru Takemitsu," 35.

49. Akiyama, op. cit, II, 267.
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Takemitsu has also successfully employed subtle

Japanese elements that have been embedded for centuries in

Japan's culture and music, thereby lending a unique but not

outwardly Japanese feeling to his works. Furthermore,

having subjected Eastern aesthetics to Western compositional

techniques, Takemitsu's music becomes a cosmopolitan

creation but still wholly in the Japanese tradition.
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